Spot the 18 differences!

1. Sea star on kids headpiece
2. Feather layer on kid's headpiece
3. Fish reversed
4. Extra fin on fish
5. Kid's mask
6. Pumpkin eyes
7. Diver's gear knob
8. Diver extra strap
9. Kid's zipper
10. Kid's shoulder pieces
11. Kid's hood
12. Kid's mask mouth
13. Diver sleeve
14. Bubbles are missing
15. Diver gauge
16. Extra fish
17. Diver hand
18. Kid helmet

Solutions below.

1. Sea star on kids headpiece
2. Feather layer on kid's headpiece
3. Fish reversed
4. Extra fin on fish
5. Kid's mask
6. Pumpkin eyes
7. Diver's gear knob
8. Diver extra strap
9. Kid's zipper
10. Kid's shoulder pieces
11. Kid's hood
12. Kid's mask mouth
13. Diver sleeve
14. Bubbles are missing
15. Diver gauge
16. Extra fish
17. Diver hand
18. Kid helmet